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Koch Engineered Solutions (KES) Overview

Portfolio of digital solutions 
that enable more efficient, 

optimized performance

Acoustic imaging technology used 
in non-destructive testing for oil 

and gas wells

Leader in providing services for vessels, and 
mass transfer, mist elimination, combustion, 

and phase separation equipment.

Provider Grid Analytics System that 
covers the entire distribution network

Delivers best-in-class project management 
and risk mitigation services for implementing 

capital projects at industrial facilities.

Full-service EPC support and 
technologies for the gas processing 

and petrochemical industries.

World-class developer and manufacturer 
of innovative separation solutions.

Global leader in mass transfer, mist 
elimination, and phase separation 

equipment.

Global leader in emissions control 
and clean air combustion systems.

EQUIPMENT

Capability for licensing a growing portfolio 
of technologies in the polyester value 
chain, Butanediol and its derivatives

PROJECT/SERVICES 

NEW PLATFORMS

Worldwide leader in designing 
and manufacturing custom heat 

exchangers.

Renewable Fuels
Equipment / Field Services / EPC 

Feed Stock & Offtake Services

Lithium Value Chain
Equipment / Field Services / EPC / R&D

Process Support 
Offtake & Trading Services

Sustainability
KES Products and Services to 
help customers tell their story
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Expanding End Markets
Protein Separation (ethanol industry)

Plastics Recycling
Carbon Capture

EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES
All businesses below are subsidiaries of KES

High-performance direct-drive 
actuation for robots and machines

Capability for design, construction and 
maintenance of utility-scale solar projects.
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Koch Technology Solutions

Capabilities
• License technology to enable customers to build, operate and maintain process units
• Develop and continually improve chemical process technology
• Originate, acquire and integrate new technologies into KTS’ portfolio to maximize value creation

Technology Licensing

Current Portfolio of Technologies
Polyester

• Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA): Raw material for 
polyester manufacturing (textiles and resin).

• Polyester Continuous Polymerization & Recycle 
Technologies

1,4-Butanediol and Derivatives
• 1,4-Butanediol (BDO): building block for multiple 

polymers in the urethane and biodegradable 
packaging markets.

• Tetrahydrofuran (THF): feedstock for PTMEG and 
solvent end uses.

• Polytetramethylene Ether Glycol (PTMEG): stretch 
polymer with memory and product grades for end 
uses such as spandex, TPU’s and other urethanes.

Refining Technologies
• DTL™: Convert fuel gas olefins to Benzene 

Toluene Xylene rich gasoline blendstock. 
Decarbonize fuel gas header or convert FCC dry 
gas and/or Coker dry gas to a more valuable 
product.

• ExoS™: Preserve octane value from your FCC 
mid-cut naphtha and lower sulfur content to less 
than 10 ppm while lowering refinery emissions 
from reduced hydrogen consumption.

• IsoA™: Convert low octane naphtha to high-
octane Isoparaffins and Aromatics (~20 point
RON increase) used as gasoline blendstock or 
petrochemical feed.
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THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY: CHEMICAL RECYCLING
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Challenges – Regulatory and Practical

Basel – effective January 1, 2021
• 187 countries agreed to restrict international trade of plastic scrap with 

the goal of addressing disposal and plastic environmental leakage. 
• import/export of plastic scrap with require written consent of 

importing countries and transit countries. Shipments will be controlled 
or regulated. 

National Sword –
• enacted in January 2018, banned the import of most plastics and other 

materials headed for China’s recycling processors.
• In the following year, China’s plastics imports plummeted by 99 percent

Basel Accord (2021) and Chinese National Sword (2018) Limit Waste Exports
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Clearly countries will require internal chemical recycling solutions if wish to meet their targets.

Mechanical Recycling can only be part of the solution -
 Up to 40% of mechanical recycle facility feed is sent to landfill due to contamination. Much of mechanical recycling is also 

‘downcycling’, as some product, such as polyolefin, will not retain virgin properties or be acceptable for food contact. 

 Globally ~60% of recycled packaging is downcycled”, only ~14% is reused as packaging.
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EU Circular Economy Directive Recycling Targets
EU waste legislation has more than 30 binding targets covering waste recovery through 2030.
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USA
Current

EU
Current 2020 2021 2025 2029 2030 2035

Waste 
Diversion 
from 
Landfills

municipal 
solid waste 

(MSW) 
recycled or 

reused.

32% 48% 50% 55% 90%

Waste Framework Directive : Establishes minimum 
MSW material recovery rates.
Landfill Directive (2018, 1999): directs that waste 
suitable for recycling or other recovery in MSW will not 
be permitted to be disposed of in landfills. 
Landfill Taxes
• ~5 €/ton (1990’s)
• 20-90 €/ton (current)

Plastic 
Recyclability

Products 
designed to 
be circular.

N/A 100%

Plastic 
Waste 
Recycled

5% 55%

Plastic 
Bottles 
Collected

29% 77% 90%

PET Bottles 
Recycled 
Content

Mandatory 
Recycled 
Content

7% 25% 30%
Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive

All Plastic 
Bottles 
Recycled 
Content

Mandatory 
Recycled 
Content N/A 30%
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Emerging economies follow suit – for example Latin America
Enhanced Producer Responsibility (EPR) Creates New Value Stream for Refiners
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Brazil – Proposed “Terms of Commitment for Circular Economy Actions and 
EPR for General Packaging”, several of the largest producers of single use 
plastics submitted the draft voluntarily. Includes 100% recyclable packaging 
by 2025, with 23% recycled content.

Chile – EPR already in place (2019), forces producers to fund collection of 
waste and recycling. Single use containers must be 15% recycled content by 
2025.

Colombia – 2030 goal of 30% recycled content for single use plastics.

Argentina – Yet to be determined rules of FONAGER, to be financed by a 
manufacturer fee (TAREP), levied on a per-packaged product basis

Bolivia and Peru – Limits on minimum recycled content for PET bottles 
(30%/15%)
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Municipal Solid Waste and Recycling Value-Chain
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KTS believes Synova’s MILENA + KTS’s DTL can create superior returns vs a sanitary landfill by upgrading plastic-rich MSW to circular plastics feedstocks.

Current global plastic production exceeds 340MM tonnes per year and cumulatively ~35 billion tonnes since 1950. Annually, less than 10% is believed to 
have been recycled.  The equivalent of 60% of annual plastics production is collected as municipal waste in the form of single-use plastics or end-of-life 
durable goods. Plastic recycling advocates believe that ~5% of global plastics production is “leaked” to the environment (10-30 MM tonnes per year).

Policy makers use the Waste Hierarchy framework to design policy with the two objectives: 1. reduced resource extraction and 2. elimination of plastic 
waste leakage to the environment. KTS believes the EU’s framework for addressing plastic waste and recycling will serve as a regulatory roadmap globally.  
EU Circular Plastics framework relies heavily on “non-recycled plastics taxes” of 800€/ton which divert plastics away from landfills and incinerators.

There is approximately 10MMton/yr of unrecycled plastics in Europe. Early MSW-to-Chemicals projects will be in EU and other high “plastics tax” 
jurisdictions. Projects could be constrained by individual member state plastics tax polices and permitting clarity. Synova+DTL is synergistic with higher 
mechanical recycle which landfill up to 40% of feed due to contamination.

The Waste Hierarchy Drives Circular Economy

Mechanical Recycling

Waste 
Generation

(~10% 
plastic)

Waste 
Collection

Landfill

Incineration

Waste Recycling (Synova + DTL)

Single 
Stream 

Recycling
(~5% 

plastic)

Recycle 
Collection

Materials Recovery Facility
• Paper products
• Metals
• Plastics
• Glass

Petrochem Manufacturing

Plastics Chemical Recycling 

EU: Plastic sent to landfills and 
incinerators will contribute to EU 
member state plastic tax obligations. 
(800€/ton)
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SYNOVA MILENA/OLGA WASTE GASIFICATION
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Commercial waste gasification scheme to maximize aromatics
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MILENA Gasifier
+
OLGA Tar Removal System
+
DTL™ Olefins to Aromatics

Plastic Rich RDF
RDF

MSW
Biomass

MILENA OLGA Trace Contaminant 
Removal

Flue gas

BTX Product

Tar and Solids

DTL™

Offgas to:
- Methanation
- Gas Turbine

- Boiler
- H2 Recovery
- et cetera... 

Condensed Aromatics from MILENA

KEY ADVANTAGES: 
Vs. Liquid Pyrolysis… BTX liquid product from MILENA/OLGA/DTL does not need 
additional energy and carbon-intensive processing in refining desulfurization, 
reforming or cracking units.  (Pyrolysis oil can also lead to operating issues due 
to equipment fouling) BTX produced in MILENA/OLGA/DTL can be demonstrably 
shown to originate from waste, not virgin fossil feed

Vs. Fluidized Catalysis… Catalyst can be installed in a fixed bed system, rather 
than high CAPEX FCC system since tars, halides, and other contaminants are 
removed before catalytic step
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MILENA and OLGA Processes
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No contact between a catalyst and
tars/solids from pyrolysis process
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The DTL™ Process
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Example ex-reactor DTL™ yields
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Small differences in product yields of ethanol vs ethylene
Decrease in methane, ethane and propane
Increase in xylenes
Decrease in naphthalenes
However, there is also an increase in C9 alkylated benzenes

100% Conversion, 60 wt% yield hydrocarbon product

(Remainder water and hydrogen)

100% Conversion, 98 wt% yield hydrocarbon product

(remainder hydrogen)

On Ethanol: On Ethylene:
RNG, RLPG
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Demonstration Scale MILENA/OLGA/DTL Design Case Example
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Plastic Rich RDF
RDF

MSW
Biomass

MILENA OLGA Trace Contaminant 
Removal

Flue gas

BTX Product

Tar and Solids

DTL™

Offgas to:
- Methanation
- Gas Turbine

- Boiler
- H2 Recovery
- et cetera... 

Condensed Aromatics from MILENA

Plastic-rich waste IN feedstock
Flow number in PFD 10-01
Pressure [bar(g)] ambient
Temperature [°C] ambient
Mass flow [kg/h] 1200
Heating Value (LHV) [MW] 9.92
Density [kg/m3] 150 - 250
Elemental composition:
Water content [wt% total mass] 1.0%
Ash content [wt% total mass] 10.9%
C content [wt% total mass] 62.5%
H content [wt% total mass] 9.4%
O content [wt% total mass] 13.8%
N content [wt% total mass] 0.8%
S content [wt% total mass] 0.1%
Cl content [wt% total mass] 1.5%

100%

COMPONENTS MOLE FRACTION MASS FRACTION LIQUID VOLUME
  FRACTION 

Benzene 0.51 0.45 0.44
Toluene 0.34 0.35 0.35
Xylene 0.08 0.10 0.10
C9 Arom 0.01 0.01 0.01
C10 Arom 0.03 0.04 0.04
C11 Arom 0.03 0.05 0.05
C12 Arom 0.01 0.01 0.01

Liquid Product (30.7 wt% of total plastic rich RDF feed)
COMPONENTS MOLE FRACTION MASS FRACTION

  
Hydrogen 0.309 0.034
Nitrogen 0.016 0.024
H2O 0.005 0.005
CO 0.074 0.112
CO2 0.136 0.323
Methane 0.348 0.302
Ethane 0.098 0.159
Ethylene 0.002 0.003
Propane 0.009 0.021
Propene 0.001 0.003
tr2-Butene 0.002 0.005
Benzene 0.001 0.003
Toluene 0.000 0.000
Xylene 0.001 0.005

Offgas Product (40.8 wt% of total plastic rich RDF feed)
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Final Points
Conclusions:
- Enhanced Producer Responsibility will put refiners in a unique position to gain value from producer recycled content 

requirements 

- Limitations on interstate transfer of solid waste will make stranded waste an easily available feedstock for chemical 
recycling

- Europe is the leader, and will serve as the model for other jurisdictions to follow by encouraging a circular economy 
through a combination of disposal taxes and EPR incentives

- Through partnership with Synova and TNO, KTS sees a vision for a better route to circular chemicals

- ISCC mass-balancing allowances might not last – chemical producers will need to able to prove where their 
molecules really come from, waste or fossils.

- MILENA/OLGA is an advantaged route from waste to chemicals vs. liquid pyrolysis of pure plastic feed in energy 
usage, carbon emission, and operating cost

- DTL™ is a low energy usage, low capital route to aromatics from olefin rich gas, either from an existing FCC unit, or 
from Synova’s MILENA/OLGA unit.
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THANK YOU
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